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have the strongest Resale Value on the market. Ranger Boats today announced it is returning
as a Premier Sponsor for B. Ranger Boats expands its acclaimed lineup of bay boats with the
introduction of the all-new Bay and Bay boats. Designed for high-performance inshore and
near-shore angling, the boats offer a host of features along with new deck and hull designs to
create two versatile rigs for both anglers and families alike. Ranger Boats is once again bringing
its sought-after line of performance fishing boats, along with industry-leading sales incentives,
to the Miami International Boat Show running February at the Miami Marine Stadium Park and
Basin located on Virginia Key. Ranger is making additional prize money available to qualified
Ranger owners through Ranger Cup incentives. Skarlis is known as one of the most versatile
anglers and is one of the most successful walleye and crappie fishing professionals. Ranger
Boats is providing additional incentives for potential boat buyers this year with the
announcement of its retail sales promotions. Collegiate bass anglers will have more opportunity
to cash in on tournament success in thanks to the continued support of Ranger Cup University.
The contingency program, designed by Ranger Boats exclusively for college anglers, is free of
charge and open to any college angler, regardless of the brand of boat they own. Ranger Cup,
the industry's leading tournament contingency program for competitive anglers, will be even
stronger in thanks in part to a new program just announced for BFL anglers. A special fall retail
promotion kicks off Oct. The limited-time offer includes strong incentives highlighted by a
factory rebate, custom boat cover and merchandise credit for qualifying purchases from now
until October 31, Thrift led wire-to-wire and took the win on the final day as the only angler to
bring in a two-digit bag. Ranger Boats is providing additional incentives for potential boat
buyers of select in-stock models this month with the announcement of its In-Stock Summer
Savings promotion. Showing diversity and a commitment to gaining market share in the
pontoon segment, Ranger debuted a quartet of affordable and capable pontoons that check
most every box for families with diverse interests looking to get on the water. Ranger's
aluminum Deep V models have enjoyed growth paralleling their success, and for the lineup is
growing again. The newest addition is a 16' tiller-steered model with a host of features that
make it stand out among comparable boats. Comfort has long been a feature of many Ranger
boats, but for , comfort takes center stage as Ranger unveils the LS Series of luxury pontoons,
the LS and LS. Every facet of these tritoons is steeped in elegance, from the all-black powder
coated 26" logs to the plush, pillowtop seating and luxury woven PVC flooring. Ranger's wildly
successful RT has enjoyed seven years of success, and the version receives a host of key
upgrades, most notably a setback transom, pad-bottom hull, an all-new fiberglass bow panel
and warranted installation of dual Power-Poles. For the model year, Ranger's enhancements to
its legendary bass boat line include more muscle, more vibrancy and greater factory-rigged
capability. Ranger's highly acclaimed FS line of Deep V multispecies boats has been expanded
to include new models with all-new designs, upgrades and greater capability. Dudley's
seventh-place finish at the Lake Champlain event vaulted him to the top of the AOY rankings.
The duo also made history as the first ever back-to-back national champions in one of college
fishing's most prestigious events, hosted on Pickwick and Wilson Lakes. The clear-water lake is
situated in the Ozark Mountains of Missouri and Arkansas and is sure to deliver big bass. While
many fans enjoy watching the live broadcast of the action, local fans can attend many of the

activities planned during the event. Falling water and fluctuating conditions told Zach Axtman
that he'd need to soak his bait with a slip bobber rig to keep action coming at the opening event
of the National Walleye Tour presented by Cabela's and Bass Pro Shops on Lake Winnebago. In
recognition and appreciation of service men and women across the country, Ranger Boats is
offering engine horsepower rebates and other exclusive items to current and former military
personnel through the "Operation Troop Salute" sales program. The retail promotion, available
on qualifying new boat purchases made from authorized Ranger dealers, runs May 1 to
December 31, Following a recent peak in retail activity and the late arrival of spring for many
parts of the country, Ranger Boats is providing a limited-time extension of incentives for
potential fiberglass and saltwater boat buyers. Fritts has had a successful career fishing
Bassmaster series and the FLW Tour for more than 20 years. These all-new boats combine
features for both cruising and fishing into multi-use designs to accommodate families and
anglers. Since the initial venture into the aluminum boat market in , Ranger Boats quickly
became the industry's fastest growing aluminum boat brand. Value-packed and feature-laden,
the lineup of the RT Aluminum Series brings a fresh, new look along with additional features
built specifically for bass and multi species anglers. The event was part of President Trump's
"Made in America Product Showcase" on Monday, July 23, highlighting each state's effort and
commitment to American-made goods and products. Done kicking tires? Find the dealer closest
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will find that your light issue is due to connection or ground failure, which only requires
re-doing that portion of your wiring. As most wiring connections and grounds are made at a
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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. Some of the most basic maintenance practices can add
years of service to your trailer lighting system. One tip is to always unplug the Boat trailer
harness from the tow vehicle before launching and loading. Doing so will prevent thermo shock
failure when a hot bulb comes in contact with cold water. Another easy maintenance tip is to
coat all exposed metal surfaces with dielectric grease, including trailer harness plugs, bulb
sockets and contacts. The grease will help prevent corrosion, which is the leading cause of light
failure. Finally, as a safety precaution, always check the trailer lighting for proper operation
before heading out on the road. Home Lights, Wiring and Adapters. Lights, Wiring and
Adapters. Factory Original Trailer Lights. Trailer Wiring, Plugs and Sockets. Trailer to Tow
Vehicle Wiring Adapters. Trailer Lighting Parts and Accessories. Grommets and Brackets for
Light Mounting. Safety Lights, Reflectors and Strobes. Spreader Light Bars and Accessories.
Replacement 12v Trailer Light Bulbs. Light Switches, Junction Boxes and Solenoids. Trailer
lights are required by state and federal law and are your first line of defense to avoid collisions
by making your trailer visible to others on the road. Trailer lights are submerged and exposed to
extreme temperatures throughout their life on your trailer. Our selection of lights feature
waterproof cases to keep bulbs and connections safe and dry. Thermal shock is also a risk
when hot incandescent bulbs are submerged in cold water when launching or retrieving your
boat, but our selection of lights are built to keep thermal shock to a minimum. Our selection of
trailer lighting kits include everything you need for a complete overhaul of your trailer lighting
system. We offer kits to fit virtually any size trailer with kits designed for trailers under and over
80 inches wide. Our kits also include butt splices with heat shrink tubing to keep connections
dry. LED trailer lights activate instantly, and while a fraction of a second may not seem like
much, it could be the difference between someone slamming into the back of your boat on the
freeway or stopping in time. LED fixtures rarely need bulb changes and since they produce very
little heat, are not susceptible to thermal shock when they are submerged during launch or
retrieval. LED lights easily wire into the existing wiring on your trailer and select kits include a
butt connector with heat shrink tubing to keep connections dry. Many trailer lights we carry
incorporate stop, turn, tail and side lights all into a single unit. This makes replacing older
incandescent lights much easier as many of your lights can be replaced with a single unit.
Whether you are upgrading to new LED lights on your trailer or replacing a burned out
incandescent bulb, we have what you need to meet DMV requirements and make your trailer
visible on the road. We use cookies to optimize site functionality and improve your overall
experience. You can change your cookie settings through your browser. To learn more about
cookies, please see our Privacy policy. Skip to cookie disclosure dialog Skip to content Skip to
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LED lights and are available in amber or red Boat trailering is a task that requires patience and
the right equipment to ensure an uneventful transfer of your vessel from the land to the water.
An important component of the transfer of a boat from the driveway to the water is proper boat
trailer lights to see exactly where your trailer is going. Need replacement lights and lenses?
Whether you're upgrading your lighting or are in need of replacement parts, Wholesale Marine
has got you covered to ensure safe boat trailering day or night. A safe voyage on the water
relies on optimal lighting, particularly at night. The same is true for boat trailering. One of the
most important upgrades for your boat is installing LED boat trailer lights. LED lights are easy
to maintain and consume very little power to illuminate your boat. It is recommended that
boaters avoid hard braking, sharp cornering, and speeding along rough terrain. Towing experts
advise that the same cautions utilized during normal driving conditions should increase when
towing a boat. For competitive prices, and flat rate same-day shipping, shop at Wholesale
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